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ABSTRACT 
Detecting communit)- structure in networks is highly desirable m many application domains, such 
as finding proteins with similar functionality in a biological pathway or automatically groupmg 
relevant people in a sgcial network However, dus is still a daunting task due tg the network sizes. 
as well as the complicated relations between entities. This paper provides a study on algonthms to 
fmd communities in a network usmg edge betweenness centrahty We have implemented the 
modulantj' in order to compute the suitable network sUuclure on weighted undirected networks 
We also discuss the pros and cons of existing techniques in detecting community stmctures To 
highlight the benefits of die selected techniques, we demonsU-ate theu applications on vanous 
datasets, including Victor Hugo's Les Miserables, die movies's network of actors, the author's 
collaboration network in visualization publications, and the protein interaction network 
Keywords: algonthms, detecting community, networks, community structure, edge betweenness 
cen tra lily 

INTRODUCTION 
Network is an important representation in 
data visualization and visual analytics A 
network consists of vertices and edges 
representing individual entities and 
relationships between them. Dense 
connections between related nodes form 
cliques/communities However, visually 
detecting such communities is challenging 
even with a small networic. Many solutions 
m^ [14], [15] have been proposed to 
automatically detect community structure in 
networks. One effective technique is based on 
edge betweenness centrality [14], the sum of 
the fraction of all-pairs' shortest paths that 
pass through a given edge. However, this is 
still an on-going challenge due to the 
increasing amount of data, especially the 
complicated relationships between entities 
One instance of such real-world data is the 
biological network of protein interactions 
which may contain milhons of proteins and 
billions of connections between them [6]. 
Additionally, edges may have different 
weights to indicate the levels of correlations 
between related entities- (and usually shown 
by the thicknesses of edges in the graph). 
TTiese are weighted networks. 
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The research presented m this paper focuses 
on some available techniques on edge 
betweenness centrality algorithm, focusing on 
the undirected weighted network The main 
contnbutions of this paper include 
- We integrate virtual nodes method into 
Nevk'man edge betweenness algonthm [14]. 
We then apply a sampling technique [12] on 
edge betweennness centrality which 
significantly reduces the computing time. 

We demonstrate the usefulness of our 
revised technique on various real-worid data. 
The data and community detection techniques 
(implemented in forms of javascripts library) 
are freely provided to research community. 

We conduct a quantitative study on 
networks with different features The results 
from this study can serve as a guideline for 
selecting the community detection techniques 
for a given net\vork. 

The overview structure of this paper is as 
follows. In Section 2, we desenbe related 
work Section 3 and 4 give a bnef summary 
of algorithms for detecting community 
structures based on edge betweenness 
centrality Next, we compare the performance 
of these techniques on real-world datasets of 
different sizes. Finally, we discuss the 
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implementation and scalability of the 
discussed techniques. 

RELATED WORK 
A variety of research aims at detecting the 
network stmctures [19], [2], [18]. Some 
popular techniques include Brandes's [4] 
using betweenness centrality and Newman's 
[14] using edge betweenness These 
algorithms can implement on the networic 
using hierarchical clustering. Note that the 
centrality betweenness can be used in edge 
betweenness with an equivalent time of 
0(mn) and 0(nm + n Îogm) on unweighted 
and weighted networks, respectively, which 
needs 0(m + n) space where n is number of 
vertices and m is number of edges. More 
recently, Yang and Chen [21] introduced an 
evolution of Brandes' algorithm using virtual 
podes on a weighted network with less 
running time than original ones, 0(wi3n'^ ) 
and 0(n + (2iv - I)m) where W is the average 
weight of edges and D is the average degree 
of network (we use these nota-tions for the 
rest of the paper) We use one method based 
on sampling techniques [17, 1, 20] to reduce 
computational time. According to the edge 
betweenness algorithm [14], the general form 
of detecting communities structure is as 
follows: 

1 Calculate pair dependenaes value fpr all edges. 
2. Remove the most "betweeimess" 
communities (the edge 'with the highest pair 
dependencies value) from network 
3 Update the network, and recalculate 
betweenness for all remaining edges 
4. Repeat from step 2 until no.edge remains. 
As the results, all edgeS'are. presented on a 
hierarchical structure, known as the 
dendrogram. Random Walks [15]. follows a 
different approach for creatirig dendrogram 
but it costs more spaces for calculation 0(n^) 
Figure 1 demonstrates an example of 
grouping ten vertices in a network into three 
different groups. In particular, Figure 1(a) 
shows the dendrogram sliced by a vertical 
dotted slider. , Figure 1(b), shows three 
dynaihic communities conespbnding to the 
ctrrrent cut-off value of the slider. The 
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number of communities in networks reduces 
as we move the slider to the left and vice 
versa In other words, by using a slider to 
control the cut-off level of the dendrogram, 
we can merge communities into a larger 
community or separate a larger comraunily 
into smaller ones. 

Figure I. Using a slider (left) to control 
community formation (right). The above graph is 

generated using in D3.js 

This raises another question, what is the cut
off value which gives the best estimation for 
community structure in a given network? 
Girvan and Newman [14] use modularity 
measure for this purpose Regarding running 
time of this algonthm, the worst-case scenario 
is 0(m^n) or 0(n^) on sparse graphs. In the 
next publication, Newman [13] proposes an 
adjusted algorithm which promotes 
0(i(m+n)n) in running-time or 0(n^) on sparse 
giiaphs. Figure 2 illustrates the community 
configurations for imweighted (left) and 
weighted graph (right) at the maximum 
modularity Q of each network. 

Figui'e 2. Community stmctures of unweighted 
graph (left) and weighled graph (right): Thicker 

links represent edges wilh more weights 

METHOD 

We implement algonthms in javascnpt and 
D3js library [3] for discovering community 
structures of weighted network. 
Edge betweenness 

An important part of computing edge 
betweeimess centrality is how we score the 
edge values (the pair dependencies values). 
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• We suggest to use Newman algonthm [14] with 
Breadth First Search (BFS) and virtual nodes 
(thereafter, called VS) for weighted network. 
There are two steps of scoring edge value: 
1. Use BFS to fmd the predecessors and 
descendants of each node. 
2 Calculate pair dependencies value. 
Virtual nodes 

By adding additional nodes (VS) into the 
original network, the algorithm turns die 
weighted network into an unweighted 
network. An example of inserting VS is 
depicted in Figure 3. The strategy is to add nv 
virtual nodes between i and j where nv = Wy/iv 
-I (rounded to the nearest integer). 

Figure 3 An example ofVS- (a) Original network 
with 10 nodes, (b) New networkwilh two more 

virtual nodes. In this example. W — 2 33 (or 
28/12), therefore ny = 1 for the edge 6-9 and the 

edge 3-9. Orange are actual nodes while gray are 

•virtual nodes 

For finding shortest path betweeimess, we 

now use BFS on the modified network with 

virtual nodes (VS): if nv(i, j) > 1, we add new 
VS nodes into the list of vertices. We start 
BFS at s (an actual vertex) with distance ds = 
0, weight Ws= 1. 

1. For each neighbor; of s-, we assign d, = d, + 
1, weight w, = Ws. Add s into PathufiJ and if ( 
is real node, we add / mto PathdfsJ. PathufsJ 
and PathdfsJ are the lists of predecessors and 
descendants of s respectively. 

2. For each neighbor ; of), we consider two 
main cases 

a If (dj = null) (or j has not yet visited by 
any nodes) then dj = d, +1, Wj = w, . If i is a 
real node, we add i into Pathufj] and if y is 
real, we add ; into Pathdfi], If 7 is a VS, we 
add previous real node into Pathu/j] and if j 
IS real, we add ; into Pathd of the previous 
real node 
b. If (dj == di+1) (or j has already visited), we 
set WJ = wj +wi , If I IS real, we add / mto 
PathuliJ Ifi is a VS, we add the previous real 
node into Pathu/jf And if y is real, we add 
Pathdfj] into Pathd oiXJa.Q previous real node 
J Repeat step 2 until all vertices have been 
visited and scored 

Figure 4 illustrates the algorithm using BFS 
combined with VS (starting at vertex s). 

Figure 4. Example network (orange and green are real vertices while gray is a VS vertex, green (leaf 
nodes) have no shortest path from s going through): (a) i'S7is added into the network (b) edge scores. 

Notice that we do not calculate the accumulated scores for edges connecting the VS7 

Eliminate edge 
We first insert the edge with highest score into distance anay and remove this edge from the 
network, We Uien recalculate edge betweenness centrality. We restart the algorithm in Section 
3.2 until no edge remains. The distance array is used to build the dendrogram. 
Compared to the original work of Newman [14, 21], we made some modifications in step 2 of the 
algorithm in Section 3.2 Besides, an additional property of VS nodes defines for fast query. 
Pathu and Pathd are used for fast access of edge values. "Die runmng time of this process is about 
0(m(wDn^ +m}) for weighted network. 
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Detecting network structure 
Modularity is a main factor for deciding 
cluster formation. Along with building a 
dendrogram by removing edge from distance 
array, we recompute the modulanty Q based 
on the following equation. 

Q=I,(^ii-'^f)(i) 
where ( and j are communities, e,j is the 
fraction of edges with one end vertices in 
community ; and the other in community j , 
and ai is the fraction of ends of edges that are 
attached to vertices in community i 
RANDOM SAMPLING METHOD 
Yang and Chen [21] show Uiat VS algoritiim 
does not outperform Brandes' algonthm when 
vv > 2. In other words, VS algonthm is not a 
preferable choice In addition, real worid 
networks, such as social networks, biological 
networks, and communication networks are 
so complicated which makes exhaustively 
edge betweeimess centrality (for all pairs of 
nodes) so exponentially expensive and 
unpractical Therefore, Matteo and Evgenios 
[12] recently introduced a sampling algonthm 
which estimates the bet%veenness centrality 
based on vertex-diameter (and independent 
from the network size). Given an undirected 
unweighted network, the sample size is 
calculated as follows: 
r-4([log2(VD(G)-2)]+l+lni) 

where the two parameters e.5 6 (0.1), and c is 
an universal positive constant. VD(G) in this 
case can be described as 2-approximation 
vertex-diameter: 

1 Vertex v is selected at random 

2 Calculate all shortest paths from vertex v to 
all other vertices 

3. 2-approximation vertex-diameter VD(G) is 
the sum of the length of two shortest paths 
with maximum size from v to two other 
distinct vertices w and w 
Random sampling is one of three techniques 
studied in the next Section. 
EVALUATION 

In this section, we study the running time of 
community detection algorithms on four 
weighted real-worid networks of various 
sizes, namely: Victor Hugo's Les Miserables 
dataset [10, 11], the movie's network of 
actors available on the IMDB website [9], the 
author's collaboration network in 
Visualization publications [8], and the protein 
interaction network [5], In the last three 
datasets, we extracted the sub-networks (from 
the original data) of 250, 500, 750, and 1,000 
highest-degree vertices for testing purposes. 
Table 1 displays prominent features of 
networks in our study. The last two columns 
are colored differently since these attnbutes 
are specific for VS and sampling techniques 

Tabic 1. 

Dataset 

Victor Hugo 
IndexCards 

VisPubhcation 

IMDB 

n 

77 
250 
500 
750 
1.000 
250 
500 
750 
1,000 
250 
500 
750 
1,000 

Prominent fealiires of datasets 

m 

254 
579 
1,108 
1,433 
1,761 
663 
1,436 
2,178 
2,894 
721 
1,126 
1,461 
1,772 

w 
3 21 
1 07 
1 01 
1 04 
1 04 
1 88 
1.73 
1 59 
1 53 
2 62 
2 49 
2 40 
2 35 

0 

6.6 
4.6 
4 4 
3 8 
3.5 
5 3 
57 
5 8 
57 
5 7 
4 5 
39 
3 5 

m our study 

Q 

051 
0 83 
081 
0,91 
0.92 
0 85 
0 72 
0 90 
0 93 
0 55 
0 69 
0 72 
0 76 

#VS 

170 
295 
562 
816 
1,074 
457 
838 
1,226 
1,483 
371 
638 
888 
1,146 

#sainple 

215 
265 
115 
315 
315 
265 
265 
265 
315 
215 
265 
265 
265 
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Victor Hugo's Les Miserables networic is 
;aepicted in Figure 5. In particular, Uie top left 
panel shows modularity gr^h by the number 
of clusters (which guides the selection of 
number of clusters using a slider). Below it, 
we show tile network dendrogram. The 
cunent selection (tiie black dotted line) of 
cluster numbers is also reflected on tiie 
dendrogram. By default, we set tiie number of 
clusters at the maximum Modularity Q. In this 
example, we have 7 communities (for 77 
vertices) at the maximum Modularity Q = 
0.51. As the number of communities changes 
(by setting flie slider), the graph layout gets 
updated dynamically to better reflect the 
community structure changes 

Figure 5 Complete interface of our web 
application for the Victor Hugo dataset: number 

cluster selected by a slider (left) and the 

associated network visualization (right) where 

nodes are colored by cluster 

Figure 6 illustrates the results from our study 
on running times of community detection 
algorithms. All tests are performed on a 3.2 
GHz Intel Core i5, macOS Sien-a, 8GB RAM 
iMac PC running JavaScript and D3,js [3], As 
noticed, all networks in Table 1 are weighted. 
However, random sampling technique only 
works on an unweighted network We convert 
the weighted networks into unweighted 
networks by adding VS. 
Here are some observations fiom empirical analy^s' 

Brandes and VS running times 
exponentially increase with network sizes but 
random sampling technique is almost linear 

• As depicted in Figure 6 (a) at the networic 
size of 250, the sampling method (green) is 
slower than other two algorithms. This rare 
case occurs on smaller networks with higher 
vertex-diameter. The number of iterations (or 
sample size of the first row for the Indexcards 
dataset in Table 1) to calculate edge 
betweenness centrality is greater than network 
size (265>250). 

For small and highly weighted networks, we 
suggest using Brandes' algorithm due to high 
accuracy and smaller computational time But 
for larger networks, VS with random 
sampling technique reduces runmng time 
significantiy 

Number of vertices 
Figure 6. Clustering times of algorithms on 
different network sizes, blue for Brandes' 

algorithms, orange for VS, green for random 
sampling. The last graph has a different scales on 

y-axis 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have applied VS and random 
sampling method for faster community 
detection on weighted networks. The runnmg 
times of different algorithms are compared in 
Section 5. As depicted m Figure 5, Brandes' 
algorithm [14] does not scale well with the 
network size. VS [21] is even worse in most 
cases since it introduces many -virtual nodes 
mto the existing network. However, VS helps 
to convert weighted networks into 
unweighted ones for which we can apply 
random sampling [12] to reduce the running 
times. Notice that the random sampling 
method is independent from network size but 
depends on vertex-diameter of the given 
network, Altiiough our empirical study is 
limited on a single machine (can not handle 
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large networks). Figure 5 clearly depicts that 

sampling technique combined with VS scales 

are better, compared the Brandes' algorithm. 

The source code of all studied algorithms, 

online demos, sample data, and more 

examples are provided via our GitHub project 

repository, located at https: 

//github, com/iDataVisualizationLab/Network 

Clustering. 

One possible extension on visualization side 
is on multilayer clustering of large networks 
and supporting multi-stop navigation. In other 
words, we want to provide a "google map"-
like tool for large networks The ability to 
automatically detect the community 
formation/change over time [16, 7] is also 
another interesting fiiture research. 
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T O M T A T 

N G H I E N C t r u C A C T H U A T T O A N D E X A C DINH 
C A C C O N G D O N G T R O N G M A N G 

Nguyen The Vinh*', Tran Thanh ThirffngS 
Trieu Xuan Hoa^, Hoang Thi Hong H?nh' 

'Dgi hpc Thdi Nguyen. 'TrudngDgi hpc NdngLdm - DH Thdi Nguyin 

Viec phat hien ciu tnic nhom trong cdc lien ket mang dong vai tro quan trpng va dugc iing dung 
trong nhieu ITnh -vuc thuc tiln chang han nhu vi#c nhom va phan lo^i cac proteins c6 cau tnic, 
chijrc n3ng tuong tu vdi nhau hojc nhom nhiJng nguai co ciing so thich hole moi quan he nao do 
tren mgng xa hpi mqit each tu dgng d^ giiip cac nha phan tich, quan \^ dua ra cac phuong phap 
chien luoc, hoach dmh doi vai ttmg nh6m Tuy nhifin, vice bf dong phat hien cau tnic tren vln con 
gap nhieu kho kh3n do cau tnic mang vo ciing lon ciing nhu moi quan h§ phiic t̂ ip giQa cac thuc 
the vdi nhau. Mpt ca nhan co the tham gia nhieu nhom ciing liic trong mang Trong bai bao nay, 
tac gii nghien ciiu m^t so thuat toan tg: dong phat hien ciu tnic nhom trong mang dga tren phan 
tich cac moi quan he gitta cac niit mang (hay con goi la edge betweenness centrality) Tieu chi de 
so sanh cac thuit toan v6i nhau du trSn gia tn modun (Modularity), gia tri nay diing de danh gid 
chat lirpng viec tir dpng phan nhom Ngoai ra. tac gia cung danh gia uu diem, nhuoc diem ciia 
timg thuat toan doi voi moi mang co ciu tnic khac nhau va dua ra gpi J de ly:a chpn thugt toan phu 
hop De lam ro tinh uu viet cua timg thuat toan, nhom tac gia ti4n hanh chgy tung thugt loan tren 
cac tgp da liSu khac nhau. bao gom dO li6u Les Miserables ciia Victor Hugo, dft lieu ve mang luoi 
cac diln vi€n trong mpt bp phim, du liSu v^ cac tac gia trong cung mot bai bao va dit lipu ve mgng 
tirong tac giCa cac protein 
Tir khoa: thugt todn, xdc djnh cpng ddng. mang, cdu trdc nhom. moi quan hi giira cdc nut mang 

Ngdy nh^n bdi:03/5/2017; Ngdy phdn biin: 17/5/2017; Ngay duyit ddng: 31/5/2017 


